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I.

INTRODUCTIOH

Quarks may or may not tie exactly confined.

It appears certain, hov-

ever, that if they do exist, vhether fractionally or integrally charged, they
are at least partially confined In the sense of exhibiting the Archimedes
effect:

being light inside a hadron and heavy outside.

(Exact confinement

would correspond to infinite mass for quarks outside the hadron.)

ABSTRACT

Much effort has been devoted to the elucidation of a confinement
mechanism employing coloured vector gluons and vector colour dynamics
Using the 0(3,2)-symmetric de Sitter solution of Einstein's equation
{or VCD) and some success has been reported.
describing a strongly interacting tensor field ve show that hadronic
tags confining quarks

can'

universes" with radii given by

be
^

represented as de Sitter "micro2
and X are the
Here K2
=

R

to do this with scalar

Recently, there have been attempts

fields (SCD).

Here ve wish to report on our efforts
2)
to explain confinement by means of tensor fields
(TCD). In this approach
the basic forces supposedly responsible for the confinement of quarks are

strong coupling and the "cosmological1' constant which appear in the Einstein

carried by a set of strongly-interacting coloured tensor fields vhich satisfy

equation

equations of motion similar to the Einstein equations for the gravitational

used.

Surprisingly the energy spectrum for the two-body

hadronic states is the same as that for a harmonic oscillator potential,
though the wave functions are completely different.

The Einstein equation

can be extended to include colour for the tensor fields.

field.
There is a simple reason for believing that Einstein—like equations
may be relevant to the confinement question.

It Is the following.

One of the

simplest and most symmetrical solutions of the Einstein equations in the
absence of source terms, but with a cosmological parameter, is the de Sitter
solution.

This solution is invariant with respect to a group of orthogonal

transformations, either 0(3,2) or 0(li,l) depending on the sign of the
describes a
cosmologieal parameter. Geometrically the solution("closed" universe with constant
curvature. The size of this universe is determined by the magnitude of the
cosmological parameter.

The motion of a quantized scalar particle In the de

Sitter universe can be found by solving the appropriate Klein-Gordon equation.
In the case of 0(3,2) symmetry It is found that the energy levels of this
system are discrete and integrally spaced in units of the inverse radiua of
the universe.

(The 0(^,1) alternative is not so easily Interpreted and we

shall not consider It here.)

How the idea Is to scale the de Sitter universe

down(by appropriately choosing the parameters In the Pinsteln equations for
a strongly-Interacting tensor field) to the size of a hadron and look upon
it as a soliton-like solution to the equations of motion.

Such a

micro-universe is embedded in ordinary, flat spacetime and represents a kind
of bag in which coloured objects are contained.
Of course,in any realistic approximation to the strong'Interaction
dynamics one would have to take account of the presence of quarks and their
action as sources for the strong tensor field.
-2-
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The de Sitter micro-universe

in_ that_exact solutions to the coupled f-g equations can be obtained.

Gravity

occupies a special position among the external forces which can probe a microreferred to above was a matter-source-free solution of the salf-interacting
universe, since it is described by a tensor field which can mix with the strong
non-linear tensor-field equations.

There is of course a constant "density"

of the tensor-field-matter represented "by the cosmological term.

However,

if.

in addition, quark matter can be realistically concentrated at a point,
then

another

de Sitter

solution

solution.

In

1)60011166
this

available:

case the

the

Schwarzsehild

solution

tensor f .Other probing forces, such as electromagnetism or weak interactions,
uv
may be made to act ia the standard fashion in accord with the usual gauge
principles "but we have not gone into this question.

In addition one may
of the tensor
also have strong gluons which may also be confined,through the agency^ field f

has a —
r

singularity representing the source concentration but it approaches the de
Sitter form as the distance from the singularity is increased. The strength
of the
— singularity is measured by a mass-like parameter, m , representing
r
s
a kind of mechanical" mass to be associated with quarks.
If m
is small c o m s
pared vith the inverse de Sitter radius (so that there are no event-horizons;
see remarks end of Sec.V) ,one may then reasonably consider the m = 0 case
s

u\)

The main problem for a realistic description of hadrons, which must
be solved,concerns the incorporation of colour.

We need to make a distinction

between quarks and antiquarks and also introduce the observed colour selectivity into the physical hadronic states.

This, as suggested earlier, may be

accomplished by going over to a vierbein description of the strong field
The gravitational symmetry, as extended by Weyl for the treatment of fermions,
includes a group of local SL(2,(C) transformations.

This local group can

as a zeroth-order approximation and perturbatively compute the deviations in
easily be enlarged to include a colour symmetry, SL(2,C) •+ SL(2,C) X SU(3)-*
energy levels as a power series in m . (In the long run, of course, one
would hope to be able to avoid this
— singularity by treating the quark degrees
r
of freedom dynamically.)

+ SL(6,C), etc.

Instead of a vierbein

one takes an n-bein,

L

& 1

, where

L a ( a = 1,2,3,11), of basis vectors,

i is a colour label.

In the crude approximation adopted here the hadron is represented as a
de Eitter-Schvarzschild micro-universe, with a
representing a "source" quark (or a diquark).

—

To summarize, there are four aspects to the work reported here.

singularity at the centre

It is a kind of hadronic bag.

Into this world one can think of putting an additional quark - treated as a

(1)

A study of the Klein-Gordon

space

including

equation

in de Sitter

eigenfunctions and energy values is set out in Sec .II.

test particle in that its contribution to the source is ignored - in order to
complete the hadronic structure.

For the case of scalar

test

and source

quarks, the discrete energy spectrum obtained by solving the Klein-Gordon

(2)

The embedding problem is expressed in terms of a two-tensor model in

which one tensor represents the spacetime metric and the other the strong

equation will be interpreted as a prototype mass spectrum for the excited

force.

hadron of integer spin.

theory is discussed in Sec,III.

The spectrum is essentially the same as that of the

An exact spherically symmetric and static solution in the c-number

harmonic oscillator, with discrete eigenstates, no continuum and thus no
(3)

dissociation.
One may endow the test quark with spin and solve the energy eigen-

Colour is incorporated in the form of a global SU(2) by enlarging

the vierbein system

L a •* L a l , i 5" 0,1,2,3 (singlet plus triplet of SU(2)).

value problem for a Dirae equation in the de Sitter-Schwarzschild background.

In Sec.IV we show that it is possible to set up a Lagrangian whose classical

This system would represent half-integer

version yields a spherically symmetric solution with fixed "isospin". We

spin hadrons.

One may be

more ambitious and instead of de Sitter-Schwarzschild solution use a de Sitter-

argue that a source quark iso-doublet will confine a test quark of iso-spin I

Kerr background - the Kerr terms representing a spinning source. This, npuld

if

the total isospin is I - — but not I + TT .

provide spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling terms in the potential.
CO

The problem of giving a dynamical role to the source is discussed

So much for the isolated hadron: a de Sitter-like micro-universe coni i ;he simple case where the strong tensor is coupled to a scalar field (Sec.V),
sisting of a source quark (or diquark) and a test quark. We must now attempt to
describe its exterior and, in particular, the interaction between two such
micro-universes.

In other words,we must embed the micro-universes in
II.

physical spacetime and define, far example, their gravitational masses.
necessitates considering the gravitational field,
strong tensor field which we call
in the past in the f-g theory.

f

g ^ , in addition to the

. Such a complex has been formulated

We shall find that the equations of this kind

of model help to justify the assumed de Sitter form of the
-3-

fjjv

KLEIti-GOEDON EQUATION IN DE SITTER SPACE

This

micro-universe

The tensor field

f

(x) is assumed to satisfy the Einstein equations

with cosmological term,i.e. the Lagrangian is

I = ft
where f

det f

Rtf) + \

(2.1)
-iu .t
(2.5)

and R(f) is the curvature scalar. The equations have a

spherically symmetric and static solution given by the Schvarzschild-de Sitter

The radial function

u nJl

satisfies the equation

expression

41« 2 " f1 " ^+ 41
41

f

(2.6)
(2.2)

*)
—2
2
vhere r , 9,cp are the usual spherical polar co-ordinates
and R - K X/6
The parameter u is an integration constant or, equivalently,the strength of
the singularity at r = 0 vhere the source is concentrated (and the equations
break down). This singularity Is an artifact of the empty space approximation.
In a more r e a l i s t i c formulation,other fields representing a matter distribution
would be present in the Lagrangian and one would expect the singularity to be
replaced by a smoothed-out source with finite spatial extension.
(See the
discussion of this programme in Sec.V.)
For the following analysis of the
Klein-Gordon equation we shall make the simplification of setting \i - 0 , in
which limit the field f
acquires 0(3,2) symmetry.
The Klein-Gordon equation for a spin-zero test particle d> of mass
m takes the form
VV

= -i- 3 Iff t

3

vhich can be reduced to hypergeometric form.

Write

(£.7)

u(r}

where

z is defined by
(2.8)

The resulting equation for F(z) takes the form

_z) F" + \l + | - {at * l)zj F1 -

(2.9)

and has the solution

(2.3)

,
where

(a.io)

oc, represents the expression
(2.11)

(2.10
The hypergeometric function will be regular at z » 1 (r = <-) provided tu
satisfies the eigenvalue condition

A complete set of solutions for this equation can be found in the form

—
#)

2 - 2
4
In the sequel we shall choose K K GeV , X % GeV
radius R of the micro-Universe is thus
JS (GeV)

**i An alternative formulation of (.2.3) suggests replacement of m
where R is the curvature.
R by < R >

where

The

(a £ - uR) = -n ,

n takes the values 0,1,2,...

Hence the energies are discrete, being

given by the formula
by m

+ -g ,

(3.13)

In a space of constant curvature, an approximation of

modifies the effective mass m

to m

= m + - g — . This, in essence,

is the Archimedes effect - the effective mass m* of the test-quark inside the bag
( < l O 4 0) is different from the mass outside ( < B ) « 0 ) (see ( 3 . 2 M ) .
-5-

(2.12)

-6-

Apart from the zero-point term,this is Just the spectrum of the three-dimensional
oscillator.

The wave functions, however, are quite different.

In terms of

the original variables, they are given by

~l

=

-

t

j
54 J

(2.17)

Hence the normalization factor is given by

(2.Hi)

(2.IB)

n!
where the functions

Pn

are Jacobi polynomials and y

is given by
An improved approximation to the eigenvalue spectrum can be obtained

R2-r2

y -

o
P
IT + r

•

v

by treating the source term
order correction to

The normalization requires some discussion.

For a scalar field the norm

-2u/r as a perturbation.

We estimate the lovest-

m . by elementary methods to obtain
nJt

should take the form

i f da

f"V

<n)lmU|f> V <f|$|n'S!'m'> =
=

*nn'

S

U'

S

mm>

'

(1

t = 0

(2.19)

(2.16)
where

where the choice of space-like hypersurface i s immaterial.

7

With the simple choice

u

denotes the radial part of the zeroth-order vave function.

This

integral converges and has the form

the integral reduces to
fit!) „
= -|ftn.t)

(2.20)

in the limit of test mass
m =0

-7-

.

(a.21)

The factor f(n,iO removes the degeneracy of the energy levels of (2.13) in the
parameter (2n+O.

For spin--test particle of mass m,ve must solve the Dirac equation
a

L" (.y 3 + m)4> = 0.

Here

L

au
the t [see (U.1S) and (1».13) for the explicit expression].
equation in general contains the derivative
3

+ iB

h)

are the vierbein fields which correspond to

[see Sec.IV for definition of

3

colour. For such generalizations it will be necessary to employ a vierbein
(The Dirac

in the combination

B ] but one can show that on

account of spherical symmetry the B
term drops out. •) This equation
2)
has teen solved by Fronsdal and Kaugen
To summarize, the exact eigenvalues for a system consisting of B. test

formalism - this is necessary in any case for the description of fermions.
an additional local
As is well known, in the vierbein approach of WeyLjfsymmetry exists in the theory:
SL(2,C) in the case of pure gravity, and
SL(2,C)lg * SL(2,C)] f
in the
case of f-g theory.

u

If a. source quark of "mass"

is present in addition, the approximate eigenvalues are given "by (£.19).

There is no dissociation if the source-quark mass

p

5) The mixing term between
this higher symmetry (e.g. SL(2,l)|

f

and

g

tensors should ideally break

X SL{6,C)|f) down to SL(2,£) X S U ( 3 ) | c o l o u r

spont aneou sly.
M

is small.
6)

III.

Inclusion of colour would generalize SL(2,C)| f to a

higher symmetry like SL(6,C)| f •

quark embedded in a constant f density micro-universe are given by (2.13).
Both the quark and the f—matter are confined.

The theory should be capable of being generalized to include

One may wish to adopt a supersymmetric

approach

towards

gravity theory (i.e. include spin-^ gravitinos as well). In this case, without

THE EMBEDDING PROBLEM

colour, the symmetry (before spontaneous breaking) would be the graded
The de Sitter micro-universes - hadronic bags - consisting of concentrations of tensor fields plus quarks interacting through the intermediary
of the tensor field
side".

f v ,must reside in spacetime.

OSp(U,l)|

They must have an "out-

To describe forces in the outside vorld we need fields which are not

subject to the strong de Sitter geometry of this micro-universe.

Indeed there

x OSp(lt,l)|f . With inclusion of 3U(3) l c o l o u r . ^ i s would need

generalization to a still larger structure.
For the remainder of this section we shall ignore the vierbein and
colour aspects and consider only the rather simple system described by two
neutral tensors, f

and

g

v

. The general form of the Lagrangian Is

should appear a regime of ordinary flat space geometry "outside" the hadron to a very good approximation in hadron physics. To describe the geometry of
the exterior world we need the metric tensor

g

.

/ = \

Thus, in a complete

K

fg acg) + —
K

g

-fi R(f) +£._
*fs

.

O-i*)

f

theory there must appear among all the fundamental fields at least two tensors,
f^v

and

while

g

. The tensor

g

f

couples to coloured fields such as the quark,

v

where the first two terms are the respective Einstein Lagrangians for g
1/2
-19
-1V V
f
. The couplings appear explicitly: K SS G ^ ^ ^ " 10
GeV

and

couples to colour-neutral fields,

and
A theory of two tensors

g

and

f

can be formulated In a variety

of ways but there are a number of criteria which must be satisfied. These are:
1)

The theory must be generally covariant. This is essential for the

K f -J 1 GeV^ 1 . The third term gives the mixing between

f and

g.

For

the present we treat this term in a phenomenologlcal way(though,as stated
above, ideally, it should arise from a spontaneous symmetry-breaking mechanism
Firstly, we assume that, in addition to being a scalar density, it has no

existence of a massless helicity-2 graviton as an exact consequence of the

derivatives.

theory. General covariance is necessary also for the validity of the

Pauli-Fierz mass term In the flat space approximation. There are a number

gravitational equivalence principle.

of simple ways to satisfy these requirements,of vhich the following two are

2)
f

In order that coloured hadrons, which interact directly with

but not

mixing between

g

examples:

, shall exhibit a gravitational coupling,there must be a
f and

g

In addition we require that it shall reduce to the form of a

r- \AC t*w

M2

,i

w

fields.
(3.1b)

3)

It is desirable (though not essential) that the theory possess

a stable flat space solution where
tensor.

<(f

"^=T1

^=<^g

> the Minkowski

Among the excitations on this solution one expects, in addition to

the massless graviton, a massive spin-2 particle
orthogonal combinations of the two tensors

-9-

g

represented by appropriate
and

f

where

g = det g

verse of

f
f

v

, f ~ iet f

and

c

U"

denotes the matrix in—
In addition to the mass

, and likewise

an arbitrary parameter

pv
f"v ==

g
has been introduced. Alternatively,
-10-

M

and

f_

'

!

•

"

•

a + 6 > ;/2, T!"-sr. the equations reduce to

G

-

2
<
(g) = - ^ I g

(3-lc)
uvv ' ~ ~ 2~ A

In spite of its cosmological look,this term yields a stable flat spacetime

V

•

(3.5)

provided the parameters are subject to two constraints:
Among the SO equations here,only 12 are independent. We have 8 co-ordinate
conditions (rather than just k) at our disposal. The simplified equations

= -x\' + (l-x)X

2(-xa + (l-x)B)

(3.5) are effectively decoupled and we can solve them by, for example, the
de Sitter expressions

1 2

B- j) x(x-l) (X+X ) - I XX' •
For Troth examples of

£

, in the linearized version one finds

, in.addition

to the graviton

:\

lt
-1

(3.6)

a massive spin-2 particle associated with the orthogonal combination (
f v -g^ v . The mass of this state is given by

It is possible to obtain exact solutions to the coupled equations
derived from the above Lagr&ngian,

(3.T)

where

R-

= K X/6 and H~ = K{\1/6

. In the latter form.components are

referred to a modified co-ordinate system,
(3.3)
B(r) ,
Consider firstly the "cosmological" example oL-

where a simple trick

suffices for the extraction of non-trivial solutions.

The co-ordinates

Thus, suppose that

the solution is such as to cause the coupling term to vanish together with
its first derivatives with respect to f and g, i.e.
detfx g"1 + (1-x) f 1 ] = 0

-11-

the components g
standard form for

t,r

are fixed by assuming the standard de Sitter form for
Likewise, the co-ordinates

f

(3.8)

h(t.r)

.

t,r

correspond to the

We must now construct a transformation (3.8) ~

an identification of co-ordinate patches - such that the constraint (3.!t) is
(3.10

satisfied, i.e.

-12-

1/2

13 .HO
X(l-X)

(3-9)

The method extends readily to give the Ae Eitter-Eehvarzsehild , and de S i t t e r Kerr solutions.

The l a t t e r metric i s given t>y Fralov

in the form

There are many ways to satisfy this. Perhaps the simplest is by choosing

?- ^B - " ^ F r ' * = * '

^3.10)

1

J

so that

(3-11)
Alternatively, one may take

r ,

t = y ^ ~ A (t + f(r))

(3.15)

(3.12}

and choose f(r) so as to make vanish the last factor in (3-9) • One finds

where

sng and one stand for the JaeoM elliptic functions

cn(e.k)> respectively, with

sn(9 ,

and

k given ty

(3.16)

With the contravariant components

(3.13)
where

f

is given by

1 + Aft /3
?
2 2
d
+ a en 6

86

^ =Li r l
and

,09

_

1 * A'a'^/3
f

-13-

+ a' 2 en 9
-111-

we can arrange to have
xg B 8 + Cl-x

(3.22)

12
by choosing

5* = 8 and 7 = (a'/a)r

with the ratio

a'/a given hy

+ A'a |2 /3
(3.23)

1 +
The mixing term j£

also yields equations which can he solved exactly

in the spherical static case. *•' One finds
where

- ^ + 4)

A is a third integration constant. The solution is surprising in that

although the mixing term jf,

does not have the appearance of a cosraological

term,it can he made to simulate one. In effect, the equations for g and f
reduce to the form
13.17)

3
R

2y,
- ~

2}
+ —• dt

- 2Ddtdr - Adr

- T

r

„

8
(3.2U)

Ue

V

G

nv(f)

(3.18)

=

" 2 C• uv
R
f

although the effective cosmological constants
with

2
2
H and R. are not independent:
It is curious to

they are given in terms of the integration constant A
(3.19)

note that for the special value

and

Jt 2c - 3
3 2e - 1
A=

(3-25)

(3.20)

1 -

the constant

where

1/R

vanishes so that the Minkowskian metric

g

= n y can

be an exact solution. For this value of A one obtains
X = |1 - — -

+

(3.21)

^- | | 1 -

2T
The parameters

y
5

2

R

and

u

are integration constants.

I

The radii

R

(3.26)

and

I

are given ty

Having detained these exact solutions, one may raise the question:

s

•,fl--;- J..- tr.? "sravitatior.al :-£ss" of the objects descrited "by the f-equationt

*;

A s o l u t i o n in t h e

approximation <• = 0 ( i . e . a f l a t space f rm f c - a
f.)
f.)
)
was given "by the author?
. This solution was generalized i,y Tshas; and
Storey

T) to the form given here.
-15-

.'.' '•••• Know'-' evsn ir the flat te^^si-ound (g
i'J

app^^y.^r^-tion associates

Tl

tnje

fI

= f

= n
]1M

gravity vith the cc

'J\>

)

the yeak field

U
g

the analogues of

g

and

ab

a

'

(3.27)

-

The orthogonal combination

1* uab

f
f

is associated with a short-range force.

What

are in the cosmological backgrounds determined

above can, we think, only "be discovered after the problem of perturbations
on these "backgrounds have heen analysed.

where the Minkowski space-time indices
the values 0,1,2,3.

a, b and isotopic indices

a

take

x u •+ x y , we have

Under the general co-ordinate transformations,

We have not done this.

B,,W

- I (x) = *&- B (x) ,
35T

IV.

IHTRODUCTIOH OF COLOUR

(A)

In the work described so far there is no distinction between quarks

- i 3x

L U (x)
or antiquarks;

nor is there any selective restriction on the confinement

of composites,

formed from quark-quark or quark-antiquari; systems.

build colour sensitivity into the confining mechanism.

One must

so that ^

- J L (x)
3x

det —
3x

is a scalar density.

Under SL(2,C), on the other hand,

And,as a first step,

one must generalize the Einstein equation to allov for the tensor - or
Lu

vierbein fields

- to carry colour.

to
To keep^the essentials, ve ignore once again the problem of the embedding
of hadronic "micro-Universes" into spacetime (i.e. set <

= 0, g

• n

),

Also for mathematical convenience, we shall work with SU(2) of colour rather
than SU(3).

where fi(x) is an SL(2,I) matrix

generated by

a

T

.

As ve shall see later, the simpler structure of the group SU(2),

as contrasted with the structure of SU(3) (or any of the higher Lie groups),
permits us to obtain an explicit solution for our equations in this case.

To the kinetic terms provided by 3Ln may be added a mass term, if,,,
ua
L^ •
This term preserves Su(2) f 5L(2,([}. Since

for the tensor fields,

we are interested in setting up an exact classical solution,we shall assume a
(B)

The LaRrangian

form for the mass term so that it takes a manageable form in the class of

A simple Lagrangian for the tensor fields which is invariant under
SU(2) , . .
global
is given by

SL(2,C)-,
,
local

solutions in question (see later).

as well as general co-ordinate transformations

Tr

(U.I)

The equations of motion are

(It.3)

where

B
B

The f i e l d s

"field strength" made from the "gauge fields", B ,

is

B

and

L

are

8x8

m a t r i c e s which can be expanded as

follow^-17-

-18-

where

T

and

S

denote the matter contributions to the stress (iso-stress)

and torsion (iso-torsion), respectively.
case where

T

maintained.

and

S

We shall be concerned vlth the

We now choose the mass terms so as to recover the problem solved
in Sec.Ill,i.e. choose

are concentrated at a point and spherical symmetry is

C-g)

In this case a particularly simple solution emerges if we

assume that the isovector components of

B

and

L

C-f

are constrained to

.10)

have a fixed direction in isospace,
plus an identical term with
n

where

n

1

11

R
yab

is independent of

of the equations of motion.

T^
i

x .

a

(It.5)

and

It is now possible to effect a separation

f_

m
=

±

L

L

0 * n

B

'

v

= B

B

y * y

(l4

'

-

f

_

v

•

On the face of it,

^

However, it can be shown that there

obtained by replacing

= n.l£ provided

f

l£

by

L^-x.which reduce

d e t ( L ^ ) 4 0.(since the order of factors

aTj, is immaterial, in fact there are many different forms which,on replacing

hV.T_ by
L

replaced by

are singlet-triplet mixtures.

do exist invariant forms
to this one when

Define the mixtures,

t+^

this mass term seems not to be compatible with SU{2) invariance since

l£ , reduce to (lj .10).)

6)

In terms of these combinations the kinetic term reduces to the form:
A solution

yv

A spherically-symmetric solution to the equations for

where

in the approximation

B~" =
UV

(The separation of i

g

= n

f
(or
+UV

in (I4.10)

3 B" - S B" * i[B
,B~]
L
y V
v y
v' v

Into two independent pieces occurs for SU{2).

For
has been previously obtained in Eqs.(3.1T)-(3-2l)•

SU(3) the problem would require a more elaborate treatment.)

writing

Setting

K

= 0

and

A = -r (l+a)~ . the contravariant components are given by

In order to make use of the classical solution found in Sec.Ill we
make a further change of variable.

Define the "metric" tensors

I") = fT+ $

f+

by

*f

(lt.8)
where

and likewise for
ff^

f_

.

^-det f

' .)

r

=

The function

p(r)

is given by

(In the usual fashion, the contravariant tensor

is defined as the matrix inverse of

density

i,J = 1,2,3 and

f.

while

In terms of the tensors

becomes the sum of two Einstein-type Lagrangians,

\l-f.'

f+uu

denotes the

p(r)

the kinetic term
where

M

and

c

are parameters

denotes an integration constant.

appearing in the mass term and 1 + a
It is restricted by the condition

1 + a > 0 .
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.-1

Two sucli solutions are fauna independently for

f + and f in-

,00
volving integration constants

a + and a

the square roots

.

L + and L

.

The next step is to extract

Thi3 can be done In a variety of ways

tut we shall choose schemes such that

- -i la*

L+ = L ^ . Tor L + one finds,

^1 Y

_1
1

V6

Cl+aJ l

it is necessary to choose

a

and a

A

to satisfy the equality

•§]
((i-c
Two distinct solutions for
the replacements

a + -+ a

L

may be obtained from these expressions by

and *Jl+a+' •* - ^/l+a

or /Jl+a+' -* *Jl+aJ .

Clearly,

roo
L""

TiJ

reduces to a constant as do the

Only

(1*.17)
.01
Ln
among the

singlet components retains any r
dependence and this is of a relatively
2
for large r
these components approach fixed values.

mild character;

For later purposes we choose the first alternative and obtain:

D)

Interpretation
The solution given above is a vacuum solution whose iso-

vector component maintains a fixed direction

n.

independent of

x . We

would like to interpret i t as an idealized version of the tensor fields
generated by a point source (with spherical symmetry) which i t s e l f carries
isospin.

•i-J?

In other words we would like to interpret the vector

n^

in terms

of the source iso-stress (or iso-torsion since, presumably, these fix the

(1+a )"

same direction because of the equations of motion).

For a quark doublet-

the iso-stress would be

— Y
h.c.
Finally, by taking sums and differences one recovers the singlet and triplet
vierbein components

L|! and L .

One may expect that in a quasistatic approximation the terms
factorize like

If one wishes the singlet component not to exhibit the confining
2
phenomenon of unrestricted growth at large r
then it is sufficient to

2

correlate the two integration constants a
00
dependence is cancelled from L n
. Since

-21-

and a

and together with

represent the dominant

"•00

and L7
Thus,

in this semiclassical treatment of I spin.

such that the r
r00

2

00
-22-

where < ^ ) « T ^ Q / T " Q

urce
/on a

. In this approxiration then, the action of

test particle moving in this field would take the form:
Before we conclude t h i s section, we would like to remark t h a t we have
introduced SU(2) colour in the above treatment by extending Weyl's SL(2,C)
^•—•source' ^—test' 1 ":12

internal gauge symmetry of the Einstein-Weyl vierbein equation to the symmetry
SL(2,iC.) l l o c a l *

at least if the particles are moving slowly and the non-relativistic
approximation has some meaning.

(Clearly, the detailed correlation of the

have been

SU

(£'Llotial •

A more satisfactory gauge extension would

SL(1J ,<t) I , „ „ „ , , which includes

source to the tensor fields needs a solution of the coupled set of equations

a subgroup.

and the appropriate Lagrangian exhibited.
extended

n

XSU(2)|

^Ocaj.

involving both the sources and the fields.)
To conclude,we have shown in the last section that it appears to be

SL(2,C}I,

.LOCeLL

This extended local symmetry has been considered

L

and

.

as

TiCOlOU"

earlier

Such an SLC*,l) Lagrangian necessitates

B multiplets with the content

possible,by an adjustment of a + and a_.to arrange that the singlet fields, lA! ,
do not grow with

r

and hence do not participate in the confinement

and that only the triplet fields

mechanism,

L Q 1 can produce confinement - the hadronic

composites being formed in the state where U_-l) is negative - i.e. in the
isotopic-spin state I - — . Assuming that both the source

and

the test

quark possess I-spin one-half, we find that quarks confine to form singlet

The field equations of the restricted SL(2,e) x SU(2) invariant Lagrangian
of this note are those solutions of the SL( *t,l) Lagrangian where the extra
components

composite hadrons (l_ = 0 ) , and these composites themselves do not exhibit
any confining

r

"potential" towards each other ( v ^ / ' S ^ '

other quarks in the vicinity ((^y^lC)

=

°T

B _ , LH
u5

and the auxiliary fields all vanish.

to

'"ral*ds

~ °) •

V,

We have not been able to discuss the case of SU(3) colour, on account
of its mathematical complexity.

B

Even in a simplified "classical" treatment

STHOIIG GRAVITY WITH A SCALAR SOURCE
As a first step towards a consistent treatment of the source distri-

bution and in order to avoid the Schwarzschild singularity vhich appears when

of colour, as in the sections above, SU(3) unitary-spin would point in two

the source is concentrated at a point, we consider the equations which result

directions (along

when a real scalar field is coupled to the tensor

(along

T

A-, as well as A_) rather than just one direction

as assumed in (U.5)

for the simpler case of EU(2)) making

the discussion that much harder.

replaced by a set of quark fields.

To distinguish between quarks and antiquarks, one can now introduce
vector gluons in the conventional manner (3 •* 3 - ig 2"-V ) -

As is well

f

.

This real scalar

represents hadronic matter and, in a more realistic description, would be
At this point, however, our main concern

is with the singularity rather than realistic quantum numbers.
To the pure f-g Lagrangian (3.1) add the scalar term

known, from a generalization of the Eeissner-Hordstrbm type of solution for
the Einstein equation, in all de Sitter expressions for 1 + £ _ , one makes the
IT
replacement
2
2
1 + I_ + a * C*,18)
R2
rS
'
where

g

i s the Yang-Mills coupling parameter for vector mesons and

the quadratic Casimir operator for the i n t e r n a l colour symmetry.

& is

did
u

(5.1)

*) The SLC1*,!) local gauge symmetry - or more appropriately with SU(3) of
colour, the SL(6,t) local gauge symmetry - with non-vanishing components
E c- , L

y

B ,

, permits of these extra components being treated as vector (and

axial-vector) gluons.

For details see Eef.8.
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2.2}
v

The equations of motion C3.3) ire here replaced by

'fbl
31,

(5-2)
:K?

-

8

V

iV

(5-3)

(5-7)

i

(.5.1*)
where differentiation with respect to r
term j\

among which there are the usual identities resulting from general covariance.
We fix the gauge ana remove all degeneracytaychoosing for

s,,,,

*

of Sec.Ill is used here.)

are to be varied independently.

11M

V'

= 0 (recall, K g <* 10* K f ) .

given by (5.5).

Assume

(d8 2 + sin26 d(p2) ,

dx v dx V » C(r) it2 - 2D(r) dt dr - k(r) dr S - B(r)

- f - f f (u-C) ( x - f = > + i

0 = A+ C -

+ m2*

0 = -

?'&
f

(5.3)

The other equations, after some re-arrangement can he expressed in the form
K g

spherical symmetry and time independence,

ax V dx V = d t 2 -

.

(5.5)

which is a solution of (5.2) in the approximation

g

Variation of A yields the constraint

3 = fr"

g

(The mixing

A, B , C, A and

t h e flat

space form,

It remains to solve (5.3) and (5.1*) vith

is denoted by a prime.

The five functions

I

(5.10)

VA

sin2e

t5.6)
(5.11)
The equations for A, B, C and

a = AC + if as well as 4(r) can be derived

from the effective Lagrangian density,

2
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K U " 2 .2

2

i? J

IA
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(5.12)

i.e.

The latter two can be expressed in integral form.

* and t' do indeed vanish with sufficient rapidity. Thus the

asymptotic forms (5-13) and (5-15) are self-consistent.
Next, with
(5-ll1)

and

r •* 0 suppose

t and *' are bounded so that

A z iQ

C « 3/2 A Q . One easily sees that under these assumptions (5.10) has a

regular solution
4(r) « *(0)
We do not

J
where i t i s assumed that

A approaches a constant,

C(r) i s regular at r = 0 .

4 ,as

(5.12'

C expressed in terms of

4

through (5.11') and (5.12'), we can view

the Klein-Gordon equation (5.10) as a non-linear (and non-local) equation for
* .

is finitet but this appears to be a reasonable conjecture.

u, mentioned in S e c I I .
With

dr r *,2

*n "2 I

r •*• ™ and that

Here there i s at l e a s t a chance of finding a perfectly regular solutionA and

and,

.2

The absence of an arbitrary constant in (5.1£')

signals the computaMlity of the "mass" parameter,

know whether such solutions can be extended out to r = »

in particular, whether the integral

To summarize, we Jtave made plausible

the claim that the singular —

term in the Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution can be made soft for r = 0, when
we consider an extended rather than the artificial point source at the
origin.

We hope that i t will have at l e a s t one regular solution but at present

ve can do no more than t e s t the asymptotic regions

r •+• °° and

Before closing this section it is pertinent to remark that the

r •*• 0 .

idealized Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution with

Firstly, vith
sufficient
(5.12'}.

r •+ » suppose that

*

and

»'

approach zero with

rapidity to ensure the convergence of the integrals (5.11') and
Then we should have

f Q 0 = 1 - ^- + ~ may exhibit
H
event horizons for values of r > 0 which satisfy f-_(r) = 0 . The existence
of such horizons depends on the respective values of 11 and R, and would
signal the decay of the hadronie composites, through the emission of Hanging's

ana

C •* r 2 /R 2 ,

(5-13)

themodynamic radiation in the form of liberated f field radiation as well
as quarks. In this case the confinement would be partial, rather than exact.

where the scale

R is given b y

We have not dwelt on this aspect of the formalism, since an extended (rather
than a point) source described by the field
c-1
A

(5.l

t treated in this section is

likely to influence these horizons rather profoundly. However, the fact that
this elegant situation exists within the theory to motivate partial confinement

Inserting the asymptotic expressions (5.13) into the Klein-Gordon equation (5-10)

and also^give a quantitative estimate of the transmission probability for the

gives the condition, for

liberated matter for escape from the hadronie bag.

which implies

r •+ •» ,

0 sy - ~
r

VI.

CONCLUSIONS
We realize that there is a general

prejudice among the particle

physics community against tensor fields and Einstein's equation,even though
4 % r

(5.15)

it is acknowledged
peer.

-2T-

that,in its richness, as a gauge equation, it has no

This prejudice stems mostly from the equation's perturbation—theoretic

non-renormaliz.&'bility and its relative

unfamiliarity and complexity.

How-

ever, if confinement is indeed a physical law, the directness with which the

-sa-

de Sitter solution of Einstein's cosmological equation (with "strong" coupling

as to produce an octet of coloured f f i e l d s .

The g field may be the

constants) provides a formalism for confined "micro-universes" of ha&ronic

ninth member of a U(3) nonet in a unified " ^ f-g approach, but one vould

•bags is so striking that we believe both the Einstein equation and its

then have to find an explanation for the vast numerical difference feet-ween
**)
2
-2
the two2 couplings
-2 the strong G- * <„ ss 1 GeV
and the gravitational
38
G ft e v. 1 0 ~ GeV" .
8
8
To conclude on a topological note, this paper has been mainly con-

de Sitter solution have a fundamental role to play in strong interaction
2
dynamics. The equation yields a Xr type of "potential" - we use quotes
for "potential" because the background field f
occurs in the Klein-Gordon
or Dirac equations for test particles in a subtle multiplicative manner (see

cerned with the "metrical" aspects of the f

(2.3)),

Following Wheeler, it has recently been suggested12' that the internal symmetries

Surprisingly, at least for us, the harmonic oscillator spectrum

(2.13) is still reproduced, though

the wave functions are very different.

Hov does this spectrum compare with the energy level spectrum, for
example, of charmonium?

Before

a confrontation is made with experiment,

one must realize that the spectrum (2.13) ignores colour and also treats the
source and the test quarts non-symmetricnlly.
the source corrections due to the term

In (2.19) we have exhibited

—-^ in the "potential11. One may like-

wise include a part of the vector gluon corrections

\ 2\~ 1 - e -

ttlose

obtained by considering for the source quark the Kerr-ae S i t t e r potential (3.15)and
t e s t quark by solving a Dirac rather than a Klein-Gordon equation

in the Kerr-de S i t t e r background.

All t h i s is s t i l l at the f-field l e v e l .

The additional effects of the coloured vector gluons in distinguishing, for

y

by

3^ - i\ A ) in the usual manner, are over and above the modifications

mentioned above

topology.

In particular,

theorem,hov the very definition of spin in a spacetime manifold like CP
appears to necessitate the introduction of a U(l) symmetry and of an electromagnetic field.

It would seem to us natural that in the idealization wl*en

the f-g mixing term vanishes (for example in (3.1c)) we are indeed dealing with
two types of "universes." - the one type representing th£ Vlnsides.1' of hadronic

In this connection the question has been raised - should one really consider
the f fields as fundamental fields to appear in a basic Lagrangian?

Could one

not think of these as composite fields, made up, for example, from a sub-stratum
of gluon fields with the f Lagrangians of this note looked upon as local
idealizations of an effective Lagrangian?

(A similar question ha3 been recently
9)
asked in respect of the gravitational field g
by Adler and Lieberman
who consider g
as composed of photons.)
In a different context, Budini and Furlan

example, between quarks and antiquarks (introduced by replacing everywhere
3

spacetime

have shown, by a consideration of the Atiyah-Singer

corrections

vhich are given by the modification (it.18) to the f-potential. These — and
1
r
—
corrections already remove the n and I degeneracy in (2.13) of the pure
r
harmonic oscillator spectrum. Additional spin-dependent modifications are
for( spin—

like SU(3) may be consequences of
Hawking and Pope

micro-universe geometry.

neutral gauge field

S

have suggested that the

in weak interaction physics may be considered as a

composite of a neutrino-anti-neutrino pair. Such (composite field) points of

and need to be computed.

A unified complex of quarks, gluons and spin-2 particles has recently

view are legitimate, except that It Is not easy to see how one may reconcile these

come into prominence through extended supersymmetric supergravity

with, for example, the experimental universality of (the gauge) couplings of g ^

theories.

or

I t i s our opinion that if i t i s desired to make contact with

r e a l i t y , one should consider such theories as referring to

f

supergravity,

with internal symmetries so incorporated in the supersymmetric formulation

z

or, in the case of the

f

field, with the precise emergence of the

Einstein-like Lagrangian (so necessary to give us the de Sitter confining solution)
as an effective Lagrangian for a composite
Lagrangian context we need both the
these with

t

f

and the photon field

A

f

. Assuming that in a local

and the g

fields, the analogy of

, naturally prompts one to think of a

unification of strong with gravitational forces

similar to the unification

of weak and electromagnetic forces.
**) The empirical fact that at present the ratio of the radius of the spacetime
27
—13
^*0\
macro-universe versus the radii of the micro-universes (10 cms/10
cms » 10 )
-29-

is close to the ratio of the couplings

C^/G , implies In a de Sitter context that

the respective cosaological parameters

X J\

must also loe of order # G /G .

This universality is the well-known "law of coincidence of large numbers" of Dirac.
-30-

associated
de Sitter micro-universes/vith
associated with

g

f ^ ' s , the other the "outside" macro-universe
KEFEREMCES

. Surely it is the topological structure of the f

type of manifold which is the one directly relevant to the internal symmetries
of the hadronic world and may provide an origin for strong symmetries like SU(3)
or SL(6,l) by an extension of the work of Hawking and Pope.
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